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English mystery and detective writer DameAgata ChristieDBEBornAgatha Mary Clarissa (1890-09-15) September 15, 1890Torquay, Devon, EnglandDididi12 January 1976(1976-01-12) (aged 85-12)Winterbrook House, Wallingford, Oxfordshire, EnglandEar East of St Mary's, Cholsey, Oxfordshire, EnglandSpecialist Marin
WestmackotkotohuopaciaNeovergach story writerRestrememistGenresherMirmir enigmatic understanding Crime Fantastic MovementLitresaZzle era of detective crime literature Famous works Making heroes Hercule Poirot and Miss Margal Murders on the Orient Express murder of Roger Ackroyd's death on the Niall The crime A.B.C.
Murder and Then there is not a single Mouse Trap Husbands Archibald Christie (m. 1914; div. 1928) Max Mallowan (m. 1930) Relatives Rosalind Hicks (daughter) James Watts (nephew) SignatureWebsite The home of Agatha Christie Dame Aga Meritasa Clarissa Christie, Lady Mallowan (DBE) is an English writer known for her 66
novels and fourteen short collections, especially those walking around fictional detectives Hercule Poirot and Miss Marple. She also wrote the world's longest-running play, The Mousetrap, which was performed in the West End from 1952 to 2020, as well as six novels under the pseudonym Mary Westmack. In 1971 she was appointed
commander of the Order of the British Empire (DBE) for her contribution to literature. Guinness World Records has written Christie's as the best-selling literature writer of all time, with her novels selling more than two billion copies. Christie was born into a wealthy middle-class family in Torquay, Devon, and is largely a home schooler. She
was an unsuccessful writer with six in a row rejected, but that changed in 1920, when the mysterious affair in Styles, starring Detective Hercule Poirot, was published. Her first husband was Archibald Christie; During the two World Wars, she served in hospital dispensaries, gaining an in-depth knowledge of the poisons that were included
in many of her novels, stories and plays. After her marriage to archaeologist Max Mallowan in 1930, she spent several months each year excavating in the Middle East and used her first-hand knowledge of her profession in fiction. According to the translation index, it remains the most translated individual author. And then there was no
one who was among the best-selling books of all time, with an estimated 100 million sales. Christie Mousetrap's stage holds the world record for the longest initial run. It opened at the Ambassadors Theatre in London's West End on November 25, 1952, and more than 27,500 performances were held by September 2018. The play was
closed in March 2020 because of the coronavirus pandemic. In 1955, Christie was the first recipient of America's mysterious writers Prize. Later that year, a witness for the prosecution received the Edgar Award for Best Play. In 2013, she was voted best crime writer and the murder of Roger Akroed, the best crime novel ever by 600
professional writers of the Crime Writers Association. In September 2015, and then there was no one, was named The World Favorite Christie in a vote sponsored by the author of the estate. Most of Christie's books and stories have been adapted for TELEVISION, radio, video games and graphic novels. More than thirty feature films are
based on her work. She is the youngest of three children born to Frederick Alvah (Fred) Miller, a gentleman of richness, and his wife Clarissa Margaret (Clara) Miller Vinmer. [2] [1] [4] [4] Christy's mother Clara was born in Dublin in 1854 to the British Army, to Frederick Bomer and his wife Mary Ann Boemer in the west. Boymer died in
Jersey in 1863, leaving his widow to raise Clara and her brothers on desecrated incomes. Two weeks after Boemer's death, Mary's sister Margaret West married the widow of merchant Daniel Frey Miller, an American citizen. [13] In order to help Mary financially, they agreed to encourage nine-year-old Clara; the family settled in Timperley,
Cheshire. [14] Margaret and Enaiel had no children together, but it was Daniel who had a seventeen-year-old son, Fred Miller, from his previous marriage. Fred was born in New York and traveled long after leaving his Swiss school. [12]:12 He and Clara married in London in 1878. [2]:2–5[3] Their first child, Margaret Frari (F.K.), was born
in Torquay in 1879. [2]:6[15] The second, Louis Montant [Monty], was born in Morristown, New Jersey, in 1880[16] while the family was on a long visit to the United States. [10]:7 When Fred's father died in 1869,[17] he left Clara for £2,000 (roughly the equivalent of £190,000 in 2019); In 1881, they used this to buy a cottage in Torquay
called Ashfield. [18] Here was born the third and last child, Agatha, in 1890 [2]:6–7[5] She described her childhood as very happy. [10]:3 Meylers lived mainly in Devon, but often visited her grandmother/aunt Margaret Miller in Ealing and maternal grandmother Mary Bomer in Bayswater. [10]:26–31 She was spent abroad with her family, in
the French Pyrenees, Paris, Dinard, and Guernsey. 15,24–25 Because her siblings were so much older and there were few children in their neighborhood, Christie spent a lot of time playing alone with her pets and imaginary companions. [10]:9–10, 86-88 She eventually befriended other girls in Torquay, noting that one of the most
important moments of my existence was her appearance with them in a youthful production of Gilbert and In Yeomen, in which she plays a hero, Colonel Fairfax. (2):23–27 Christie as a girl, date unknown According to Christie, Clara believed she should not learn to read until she was eight; Thanks to her curiosity, she read at the age of
four. [10]:13 Her sister was sent to boarding school, but their mother insisted that Christie receive a home education. As a result, her parents and sister observed her studies in reading, writing and basic arithmetic, a topic she particularly enjoyed. They also taught her music, and she learned to play piano and mandolin. 8, 20–21 Christie
was an insatiable reader from an early age. Among her earliest memories are reading children's books by Ms Molsworth and Edith Nesbitt. When she was a little older, she moved into a surreal verse by Edward Lyre and Lewis Carroll. [2]:18–19 As an adolescent, she enjoyed the works of Anthony Hope, Walter Scott, Charles Dickens,
and Alexander Dumas. [10]:111, 136-37 In April 1901, she wrote her first poem The Cowslip. By 1901, her father's health was deteriorating due to what she believed were heart problems. [12]:33 Fred died in November 1901 from pneumonia and chronic kidney disease. [21] Christie later said that her father's death when she was 11
marked the end of her childhood. (2):32–33 The financial situation of the family deteriorated at that time. Madge married the year after his father's death and moved to Cheadle, Cheshire; Monty was abroad, serving in a British regiment. Christie now lives alone in Ashfield with her mother. In 1902, she began attending Miss Geyer's girls'
school in Torquay, but found it difficult to adapt to the disciplined atmosphere. [10]:139 In 1905, her mother sent her to Paris, where she was educated in a number of pension programs (boarding schools), focusing on voice training and playing the piano. Deciding that she was not temperament and talent, she gave up her goal of
performing professionally as a concert pianist or opera singer. [12]:59–61 Early literary experiments, marriage, literary success: 1907–1926, after graduating, Christie returned to England to find his mother patched up. They decided to spend the northern winter of 1907-1908 in the warm climate of Egypt, which was then a regular tourist
destination for wealthy Britons. [10]:155–57 They stayed at the Gezirah Palace Hotel in Cairo. Christie attended many dances and other social functions; she especially enjoyed watching amateur football matches. While visiting some ancient Egyptian monuments such as the Great Pyramid of Giza, she showed little interest in archaeology
and Egyptology, which developed in her later years. Returning to the UK, she continued her social activities, writing and performing in amateur theatres. She also helped put on a play called Bluebeard of Misfortune with girlfriends. [2]:45–47 Portrait of Nathaniel Hughes John Baird, 1910 at eighteen, Christie wrote it a brief history, the
House of Beauty while recovering in bed from illness. It consists of about 6,000 words of madness and dreams, the object of fascination for her. Her biographer Janet Morgan commented that despite the lack of style, the story was compelling. (2)48–49 (History becomes an early version of its history The House of Dreams.) [22] Other
stories follow, most of them illustrating her interest in spiritualism and paranormal. These include the Call of the Wings and the Little Lonely God. The magazine rejected all early statements made under pseudonyms (including Mac Miller, Riel Miller and Sidney West); some statements were revised and published under its real name, often
with new titles. (2):49-50 Around the same time, Christie began working on his first novel Snow White on the Desert. Writing under the pseudonym Monosyllaba, she put the book in Cairo and draw on her recent experiences there. She was disappointed when the six publishers she contacted turned down the job. [2]:50–51 Clara
suggested that her daughter ask for advice from the successful novelist Eden Philpotts, a family friend and neighbor who responded to her inquiry, encouraged her to write and sent it to her own literary agent Hughes Massey, who also rejected Snow Upon the Desert but offered a second novel. Meanwhile, Christie's social activities are
growing, with country parties, riding, hunting, dancing and skating. [10]:165–66 She has a short-lived relationship with four men and a commitment to another. (12):64–67 In October 1912, she was introduced to Archibald Archie Christie at the dance given by Lord and Lady Clifford in Ugbrooke, about 12 miles from Torquay. The son of an
Indian civil service lawyer, Archie was an Army officer seconded to the Royal Flying Corps in April 1913. Three months after the first date, Archie proposed to a marriage, and Agatha accepted. (2):54–63 With the outbreak of The First World War in August 1914, Archie was sent to France to fight. They married on Christmas Eve 1914 in
Emmanuel Churchill, Clifton, Bristol, near the home of his mother and stepfather as Archie left home. [24] In 1918, he was sent to England as a colonel in the Ministry of Air Transport. Christie participated in the military effort as a member of the Red Cross volunteer support team. From October 1914 to May 1915, then from June 1916 to
September 1918, he worked 3,400 hours at the Red Cross City Hospital, Torquay, first as a nurse (unpaid), then as a dispenser at £16 (roughly the equivalent of £900 in 2019) a year from 1917 after qualifying as an assistant to the apologists. [2]:69] Her military service ended in September 1918, when Archie was reassigned to London
and rented a flat in St John Wood. Christie has long been a fan of detective novels after enjoying The woman in White and Moonstone, and the early stories of Sherlock Holmes. She wrote her first detective novel The Mysterious Affair in Styles in 1916. Christie's inspiration for the character came from Belgian refugees living in Torkoy, and
the Belgian soldiers she helped treat as a volunteer nurse during World War I. [2]:75–79[28]:17–18 The original manuscript was rejected by Hodder &amp;quot;Stuyington&quot; and Methuen. After retaining his filing for several months, John Lane at Bodley Head offered to accept it, provided Christie changed the way the decision was
revealed. She did so and signed a contract to commit her next five books to Bodley Head, which she later felt was an exploiter. [2]:79, 81–82 It was published in 1920. [20] Archie Christie, Major Belcher, Mr Bates and Agatha Christie of the British Empire in 1922 [2]:79[12]:340, 349, 422 Archie left the Air Force at the end of the war and
began working in the financial sector of the city on a relatively low salary. They still hired a maid. [2]:80–81 Her second novel The Secret Adversary (1922) featured a new detective couple, Tommy and Tuppence, republished by The Bodley Head. It earned £50 (roughly the equivalent of £2,800 in 2019). A third novel, Murders of Links,
again features Poirot, as did the stories commissioned by Bruce Ingram, editor of The Sketch magazine, from 1923. [2]:83 Now she has no difficulty selling her work. [27]:33 In 1922, Christie joined the world promotional tour for the British Empire exhibition, led by Major Ernest Belcher. After ten months leaving their daughter with Agatha's
mother and sister, they travelled to South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Hawaii and Canada. [2]:86–103 They learn to surf prone in South Africa; then, in Waikiki, they were among the first Britons to surf straight. [30] [31] When they returned to England, Archie resumed his work in the city, and Christie continued to work her writing. After
living in a series of flats in London, they bought a house in Sunningdale, Berkshire, which they renamed Styles after the mansion in Christie's first detective novel. Christie's mother died in April 1926. In August 1926, reports appeared in the press that Christie had gone to a village near Biarritz to recover from a meltdown caused by
exaggerations. [32] Disappearance: 1926 Daily Herald, December 15, 1926, announcing that Christie had been found – disappeared for 11 days, she was in The hydropathic hotel in Harrogate, Yorkshire, in August 1926, Archie asked Christie for a divorce. He had fallen in love with Nancy Neale, a friend of Major Belcher's. [12]:173–74 On
December 3, 1926, the couple quarreled after Archie announced his plan to spend the weekend with friends unaccompanied by his wife. Christie's mother also died recently. Late in the evening, Christie disappeared from his home. The next morning, her car, Maurice Cawley, was found in Newlands Corner, parked over a quarry with a
leaked driver's license and clothes inside. [1]135[33][34] Disappearance quickly became a news story as the press tried to satisfy its readers' hunger for sensations, disasters and scandals. [12]:224 Home Secretary William Joynson-Hicks is pressuring the police, and the newspaper is offering a £100 reward (roughly equivalent to £6,000 in
2019). More than a thousand police officers, 15,000 volunteers and several planes searched the rural landscape. Conan Doyle gave one of Christie's gloves to find her. [in] Christie's disappearance was featured on the front page of The New York Times. Despite the large search, she was not found for another ten days. [35] On December
14, 1926, she was at the Swan Hydropathic Hotel in Harrogate, Yorkshire, registered as Mrs. Trussa Niele (the surname of her husband's lover) from Cape Town. (South Africa). The next day, Christie went to her sister's home in Abney Hall, where she was spotted in a secure room, locked doors, a phone turned off, and freaked out.
[1]:146[14]:196[41][41][42] Christie's autobiography makes no mention of the disappearance. Some, including her biographer Morgan, believe she has disappeared in a state. [2]:154–59[35] Author Jared Ade concluded that Christie planned the event to expose her husband, but did not expect the resulting public melodrama. [46]:121
Biographer Christy Laura Thompson gives an alternative view that Christie disappears during a nervous breakdown, realizing his actions, but not in emotional control over himself. [12]:220–21 The public's reaction at the time was largely negative, suggesting advertising numbers or an attempt to frame her husband for murder. [47] [e]
Second marriage and later life: 1927–1976 Christi at the Pera Palace Hotel in Istanbul, where he allegedly wrote Murder on the Orient Express in January 1927, Christie, looking very pale, sailed with his daughter and secretary to Las Palmas, Canary Islands, to complete his recovery,[48] returning three months later. [49] [f] Christie asked
for a divorce and was granted a decree against her husband in April 1928, which was made absolutely in October 1928. Archie married Nancy Neale a week later. [50] they retained their daughter, Rosalind, and kept Christie's surname for her writing. [28]:21[51] In keeping with the period in his autobiography, Christie wrote: So, after
suffering, came sorrow, despair, and slobbering. We don't have to ding it. [10]:340 In 1928, Christie left England and took the Orient Express to Istanbul and then Baghdad. [2]:169–70 In Iraq, she became friends with archaeologist Leonard Woolley and his wife, who invited her to return to their excavation in February 1930. [10]:376–77 On
this second journey she met an archaeologist, thirteen years her junior Max Mallowan. In a 1977 interview, Mallowan recounted his first encounter with Christie when he took her and a group of tourists on a tour of his expedition site in Iraq. Christie and Mallowan married in Edinburgh in September 1930. Other novels (such as the so-
called end house) and in the vicinity of Torquay have been created in and around Torquay. Christie drew on his experience of international train travel when he wrote the 1934 novel Murder on the Orient Express. [2]:201 Pera Palace Hotel in Istanbul, south of the railway, claimed the book was written there and maintained Christie's room



as an author's memorial. [54] Cresswell Place, Chelsea Christie and Mallowan lived in Chelsea, first in Cresswell Place and later in Sheffield Terrace. Both properties are already marked with blue plaques. In 1934, they bought winterbrook house in Winterbrook, a village near Wallingford. This is their main place for the rest of their lives
and where Christie does much of her writing. [12]:365 This home also bears a blue plaque. Christie led a quiet life, even though she was famous in Wallingford; From 1951 to 1976 he served as president of the local amateur drama society. [56] The couple acquired the Greenway Estate in Devon as a summer residence in 1938,[12]:310,
which was given to the National Trust in 2000. [57] Christie often stayed in Abney Hall, Cheshire, which was owned by her brother-in-law James Watts and founded at least two stories: a short story The Adventure of Christmas Pudding in the history of the eponymous collection and the novel After the Funeral. [10):126[12]:43 One Christie
Compendium notes that Abby became Agatha's greatest inspiration for the life of rural houses, with all his servants and greatness woven into her plots. The descriptions of the fictional chimneys, Stoner and other houses in her stories are mostly Abney Hall in various forms. [58] Blue Plate, 58 Sheffield Terrace, Holland Park, London
Winterbrook House, Winterbrook, Oxfordshire. Her last home, Christie lived here with her husband from 1934 until her death in 1976. During World War II, Christie at the University College Hospital (UCH), London, where he updated his knowledge of poisons. Her later novel, The Pale Horse, was based on an offer from Harold Davies, the
chief pharmacist at UCH. In 1977, a case of thallium poisoning was solved by British medical staff who read Christie's book and recognized the symptoms it described. [59] [60] The British intelligence agency MI5 investigated Christie after a character of Major Bletchley appeared in her thriller N or M in 1941, who was wanted for a pair of
the five mortal colonists. [29] MI5 is concerned that Christie has a spy in Britain's top secret code-breaking centre, Bletchley Park. The agency's fears were threatened when Christie told his girlfriend, coder Dilly Knox, I was stuck there on a train from Oxford to London and retaliated by giving the name of one of my least beloved
characters. [61] Christie was elected associate of the Royal Society of Literature in 1950[28]:23 In honor of many literary works, Christie was appointed commander of the Order of the British Empire (CBE) in the New Year honours in 1956. In 1976 he was co-chairman of the Opening Club from 1958 until his death. [27]:93 In 1961 he was
awarded an Honorary Doctor of Literature from the University of Exeter. [28]:23 In the New Year honours in 1971 he was promoted to Commander of the Order of the British Empire(DBE)[64][64][65] after her husband was knighted for his archaeological work. After her husband Christie's knighthood, it could be Lady Mallowan. [27]:343
From 1971 to 1974, Christie's health began to fail, but she continued to write. Her last novel was The Post of Destiny in 1973. [2]:368–72[12]:477 Canadian researchers in 2009 suggested that Christie may have begun to suffer from Alzheimer's disease or other dementia. In 1946, Christie said: My chief doesn't like crowds, loud sounds,
turntables and cinemas. I don't like the taste of alcohol, and I don't like to smoke. I like sun, sea, flowers, travel, strange foods, sports, concerts, theaters, pianos and brothels. [19] Christie's works of fiction contain some undesirable stereotypes, but in real life many of her biases are positive. After four years of war-torn London, Christie
hopes to one day return to Syria, which she describes as a gentle fertile country and its simple people who know how to laugh and how to enjoy life; who are idle and gay, who have dignity, good manners and a great sense of humor, and to whom death is not terrible. (70):167 Christi was a lifelong, quietly sans mary[2]:183 a member of
the Church of England, attended the church regularly, and kept her mother's copy of the Imitation of Christ by her bedside. (12):30, 290 After her divorce, she stopped taking the sacrament. [12]:263 Agatha Christie For children, it was established in 1969[71] and shortly after Christie's death, a charity was set up to help two causes that she
benefited from: old people and young children. [72] Christie's obituary in The Times notes that she never cared much about cinema or wireless and television. In addition, Dame Agatha's private pleasures are gardeners – she wins local gardening awards and buys furniture for her various houses. She was a shy person: she didn't like
public appearances: but she was friendly and witty to meet. By inclination, as well as breeding, it belongs to middle-class English. She wrote about, and for, people like her. Christie's death and property at St Mary's Church, Cholsey, Oxfordshire death and funeral Christi died peacefully on January 12, 1976 at the age of 85 from natural
causes at home at Winterbrook House. [73] When she was pronounced dead, two West End theatres - St Martin's, where she played Muppap, and the Savoy, which was home to the revival of the vicar's murders - dimed its outer lights in her honour. [27]:373 She was buried in the nearby church of St. Mary, Cholsey, in a plot she had
chosen with her husband ten years earlier. Just the funeral was attended by about 20 newspaper and television reporters, some of whom had traveled from across South America. Thirty wreaths adorned Christie's grave, including one by the actors of his long-running play The Mousetrap and one sent on behalf of the many grateful
readers of The Ulverscroft Publishers. [75] Mallowan, who remarried in 1977, died in 1978 and was buried next to Christie. [76] The properties and subsequent possession of the works Christie was not happy to become a salary subordinate,[12]:428 and for tax reasons set up a private company in 1955, Agatha Christie Limited, to hold the
rights to her works. In 1959, she transferred her 278-acre home, Greenway Estate, to her daughter, Rosalind Hicks. [77] In 1968, when Christie's was 80, it sold a 51% stake in Agatha Christie Limited (and the works it owns) to Booker Booker Books (better known as Booker Author's Division), which by 1977 increased its stake to 64%.
[2]:355[79] Agatha Christie Limited still owns the rights around the world for more than eighty of Christie's novels and stories, nineteen plays and nearly forty TELEVISION films. [79] In the late 1950s, Christie's earned around £100,000 (roughly equal to £2,400,000 in 2019) a year. Christie's sold about 300 million books during his lifetime.
One estimate of its total profit from more than half a century of writing is $20 million (about $89.9 million in 2019). As a result of her tax planning, she will leave just £106,683 (roughly the equivalent of £773,000 in 2019) net, which has gone mostly to her husband and daughter along with some smaller wills. [73] [83] Its remaining Agatha
Christie Ltd's share was inherited from Hicks, who passionately preserved her mother's work, image and legacy until her death 28 years later. The family's share of the company allows them to appoint 50% of the board and chairman, and to retain a veto over new treatments, updated versions and republicans of its works. [77] In 2004,
Hicks's obituary in The Telegraph noted that she was determined to stay true to her mother's vision and to protect the integrity of her creations and did not approve of trading activities. After her death on October 28, 2004, Greenway passed on to her son, Matthew Pritchard. After his stepfather's death in 2005, Prichard donated Greenway
and its contents to the National Trust. Christie's family and family trusts, including grandson James Pritchard, continued to own 36% of a car in Agatha Christie Limited and continued to contact the company. In 2020, James Prichard is chairman of the company. [86] Matthew Pritchard also owned the copyright to some of his grandmother's
later literary works, including Tepthrap. [12):427 Christie's work continues to evolve in a number of adaptations. [87] In 1998, Booker sold its stake in Agatha Christie Limited (at the time earned £2,100,000, approximately £3,700,000 in 2019 annual revenues) to £10,000,000 (roughly equivalent to £17,700,000 in 2019) of Chorion, whose
portfolio of original works includes literary properties by Enid Blyton and Dennis Wheat. [84] In February 2012, after buying up management, the chorion began selling its literary assets. This includes the sale of 64% of Chorion's stake in Agatha Christie Limited to Amore Media UK. [88] In 2014 RLJ Entertainment Inc. (RJLE) acquired
Acorn Media UK, renamed Acorn Media Enterprises, and incorporated it as RLJE UK Development Arm. [89] At the end of February 2014, the media says that the BBC has acquired exclusive tv rights to Christie's works in the UK (previously linked to ITV) and made plans for June's collaboration to air new productions for the 125th
anniversary of Christie's birth in 2015 [90] As part of this deal, the BBC broadcasts Partners in Crime and Then Neither in 2015[93] Subsequent productions include Witness for prosecution. But plans for an Ordeis TV show over Christmas 2017 have been delayed due to controversy surrounding one of the actors. [95] The three-part
adaptation of A.B.C. Murder starring John Mkovic and Rupert Grint first aired in June 2018 and was first released in December 2018. [97] The two-hour adaptation of Pale Horse is broadcast on BBC1 in February 2020. [100] Works, Reception and Heritage Main Article: Agatha Christie Bibliographic works of fiction Early depiction of Poirot,
by The American 1933: Hercule Poirot and Ms. Markle Christie's first published book, The Mysterious Affair at Styles, was published in 1920 and featured detective Hercule Poirot, who appeared in 33 of his novels and more than fifty short stories. Poirot's stories are continued by Sophie Hannah with books including The Murders of
Monogram, The Closed Casing and The Mystery of Three-Quarters. [28] Over the years, Christie has tired of Poirot, as Conan Doyle did with Sherlock Holmes. By the late 1930s, Christie wrote in his diary that he found Poirot unbearable, and in the 1960s she felt he was an egocentric creeper. Thompson believes that from christie's times
antipathy to her creation was exaggerated, she points out that in later life she tried to protect him from misrepresentation as strongly as his own flesh and blood.1 [12]:282 Unlike Conan Doyle, she resisted the temptation to kill her detective while he was still popular. [2]:222 She marries Watson on Poirot in an attempt to trim her voices.
[10]:268 Miss Jane Marple was featured in a series of short stories that began to be published in December 1927 and were subsequently collected under the title Thirteen Problems. [12]:278 Marple was a gentleman, an adult carousel, who solved crimes using analogies with English rural life. 74–76 Christie said: Miss Marple was by no
means a picture of my grandmother; she was far more obscure and unhinged than my grandmother once was, but her autobiography establishes a firm connection between the fictional character and Christie's grandmother Margaret Miller (Auntie-Gerby) and her Illing's crowns. [10]:422–23] both Marple and Miller always expected the
worst of all and all, and with almost frightening accuracy, usually turned out to be right. [10]:422 Marple appeared in twelve novels and twenty stories. During World War II, Christie wrote two novels, Curtain and The Killing of the Sleeping, starring Hercules Poirot and Ms. Marple. Both books were sealed in a bank vault, and she made the
copyright by donating to her daughter and her husband to provide each of them with one type of insurance. [12]:344[27]:190 Christie suffered a heart attack and a serious fall in 1974, after which she was unable to write. [2]:372 Her daughter allowed the publication of a veil in 1975, and a sleeping murder was posthumously published in
1976. [27]:376 These publications follow the success of the 1974 film version of murder on the Orient Express. [10]:497[104] Shortly before the curtain was published, Poirot became the first fictional character to have an obituary in The New York Times, which was printed on the front page on August 6, 1975. [105] Christie never wrote a
novel or story starring Poirot and Ms. Marple. [27]:375 In a recording discovered and released in 2008, Christie reveals the reason for this: Poirot, a complete selfish man, would not want to be taught his business or make suggestions to him by an elderly woman. Hercule Poirot – a professional detective – would not be at home at all in Ms.
Marple's world. In 2013, Christie's family supported the release of a new Poirot story, Monogram Murders, written by British writer Sophie Hannah. Hannah later published two more mysteries of Poirot, the closed casing in 2016 and the Mystery of the Three Quarters in 2018. [108] [109] Christie's Formula and Device was named Duchess
of Death, Mistress of Mystery and Queen of Crime. [28]:15 Early in her career, the reporter noted that her plots were possible, logical and always new. [32] According to Hannah, at the beginning of each novel it shows us an apparently impossible situation and we wonder how this can happen? Then, slowly, she reveals how the impossible
is not only possible, but the only thing that can happen. Abney Hall, Cheshire, inspiration for Christie's novels such as Chimneys and Stoney, She developed her storytelling techniques during what was called the Golden Age of Detective Literature. [10] The author Dilys Wynne calls Christine doyen of coziness, a sub-genre that includes a
small rural setting, a character with poorly aristocratic family ties, numerous red herrings and a penchant for murder with sterling silver letter and poisons imported from Paraguay. [111] After all, in Christi hallmark, the detective gathers the surviving suspects in a room, explains the course of their deductive reasoning and reveals the culprit;
there are exceptions where it is left to the guilty to explain all (and then there was No Infinite Night). [112] Christie used a lot of inspiration from her stay at the Old Cataract Hotel on the banks of the Nile river in Aswan, Egypt for her 1937 groundbreaking death of Nile Christie not confined to old-fashioned villages – the action could take
place on a small island (And then there was no), a plane (Death in the Clouds), a train (murder on the Orient Express) , a steamer (death on the Nile), a smart London apartment (Maps on the table) , a resort in the West Indies (Caribbean Mystery) or archaeological excavations (murder in Mesopotamia) – but the circle of potential
suspects is usually closed and intimate: family members, friends, employees, business associates, fellow travelers. [114]:37 Stereotypical characters abound (fatal death, broken policeman, dedicated servant, blunt colonel), but they can be muted to a stymie reader; incarnations and secret alliances are always possible. [114]:58 There is
always a motive — most often money: There are very few murderers in Christie who enjoy murder for themselves. [12]:379, 396 Professor of Pharmacology Michael S. Gerald noted that in more than half of her novels, one or more victims were although not always to the full satisfaction of the perpetrator. [115]:VIII Pistols, knives,
garrottos, three artists, blunt instruments, and even an axe were also used, but Christie never resorted to complex mechanical or scientific means explaining her ingenuity,[116]:57 according to John Curran, author and literary adviser to Christ's mansion. [117] Many of its hints are secular objects: calendar, coffee cup, wax flowers, beer
bottle, fireplace used during heat wave. [114]:38 According to the crime writer P. D. James, Christie is inclined to make the most inalierable hero guilty. Warn readers can sometimes identify the culprit by identifying the most unlikely suspects. [118] Christie mocks this in his foreword to Maps on the Table: Find the person who is least likely
to have committed the crime, and nine out of ten times your assignment is complete. Since I do not want my faithful readers to take off this book in disgust, I prefer to warn them that this is not this kind of book1. [119]:135–36 On Desert Island Discs in 2007, Brian Aldis said Christie told him that she was writing her books until the last
chapter, then decided who was the most likely suspect, after which she would return and make the necessary changes to that person's frame. [100] Based on studying the work notebooks, Curran describes how Christie would first create characters, choose a setting, and then create a list of scenes in which to reveal specific clues; the
order of the scenes will be reviewed as she develops her plot. By necessity, the killer must be known to the author before the sequence is completed, and she begins to write or dictate the first draft of her novel. [114] Much of the work, especially dialogue, was done in her head before she put it on paper. [10]:241–45[119]:33 In 2013, the
600 members of the Criminal Writers Association chose Roger Ackroyd as the best whodunit ... Written once. [121] Author Julian Symons notes: In one obvious sense, the book fits within the conventions ... The setting is a village deep in the English countryside; Roger Ackroyd died in his study; there is a butler who behaves suspiciously
... Every successful detective story in this period involved a scam practiced on the reader, and here the trick is extremely original, which makes the killer the local doctor who tells the story and acts like Watson on Poirot. [110]:106–07 Critic Sutherland Scott said: If Agatha Christie had not made any other contribution to the literature of
detective literature, she still deserves our gratitude for writing this novel. In September 2015, to mark its 125th anniversary, and then there was no one, in a vote sponsored by the author. The novel is emblematic of both the use of formula and its desire to reject it. And then no one wears the closed society type for murder to the extreme
Author Charles Osborne. [27]:170 It begins with the classical organization of potential victims and murderers isolated from the outside world, but then violates conventions. There is no detective involved in this, no interviews with suspects, no careful search for clues, and no suspects gathered in the final chapter to face the verdict. As
Christie herself says: Ten people had to die without getting funny or the killer was obvious. (10):457 Critics agreed that she had succeeded: The arrogant Mrs. Christie this time posed a formidable test of her own ingenuity ... reviews, not surprisingly, were without exception and for non-stasis adulatory. [27]:170–71 Stereotypes of character
and perceive racism For information about Christie's book, originally titled Ten Little Negroes (see, and there were none at the time). Christie includes stereotypical descriptions of characters in his work, especially before 1945 (when such attitudes were more often expressed publicly), especially with regard to Italians, Jews and non-Jews.
[2]:264–66 For example, she describes men from Hebrides extraction, men with hooked noses, dressed rather fervently in the short story Soul of croupiers from the Mysterious Mr. Quinn collection. In 1947, the U.S. Anti-Defamation League sent a formal complaint letter to christie's, Dodd, Med and Company's American publishers about
perceived anti-Semitism in its works. Christie's British literary agent later wrote to her US representative author authorizing American publishers to skip the word Jew when it referred to an unpleasant character in future books. [12]:386 In The Hollow, published in 1946, one of the heroes was a Whitechapel Jew with dyed hair and a voice
like a meadow ... a small woman with a thick nose, henna red and an incomprehensible voice. To counter the more stereotypical descriptions, Christie portrays some foreign heroes as victims or potential victims, at the hands of English l.A. officials, such as Olga Semenoff (Halovina Party) and Katrina Reiger (in the short story How Does
Your Garden Grow?). Jewish characters are often perceived as non-English (like Oliver Manders in the tragedy of three acts), but they are rarely the culprits. Christie also created amateur detective Thomas Beresford and his wife, Prudence Nieuli, who appeared in four novels and a collection of stories published between 1922 and 1974.
19–20 She treated their stories with a lighter touch, giving them a dash and fervor that critics did not admire universally. [28]:63 Their last adventure, The Poster of Destiny, is Christie's last novel. [12]:477 Harley Quinn was easily the most unconventional of Christie's fictions Inspired by Christie's fondness for Arlequinada figures, the semi-
supernatural Quinn always works with an adult, traditional man called Sayertthwaite. The pair appeared in fourteen short stories, twelve of which were collected in 1930 as The Mysterious Mr Quinn. [27]:78, 80 Mallowan describes these tales as discovering a fictional vein, touching on the fairy tale, a natural product of Agatha's
imagination. [27]:80 Satterthwaite also appears in a novel, three acts tragedy, and a short story, The Mirror of a Dead Man, both of which are poirot. [27]:81 Another of her lesser-known characters is Parker Pine, a retired civil servant who helps unhappy people in an unconventional way. [27]:118–19 The twelve short stories that present it,
Parker Pine Polls (1934), are best remembered for The Devalued Soldier's Work, which includes Ariadne Oliver, a funny and satirical self-portrait of Agatha Christie. In the following decades, Oliver reappeared in seven novels. In most of them, she helps Poirot. [17]:120 Playing Mousetrap, showing up at the San Martin Theater in Covent
GardenBrue on the front wall of the theater marking the longest game in the world in 1928, Michael Morton adapts Roger Ackroyd's murder for the stage under the title Alibi. [2]:177 The play enjoys reverence, but Christie does not like the changes made in the work and prefers to write about the theater in the future. The first of her stage
works was Black Coffee, which received good reviews when it opened in the West End in the late 1930s. [12]:277, 301 She follows this with an adaptation of her detective novels: And then there was no one in 1943, Date with Death in 1945 and The Hollow in 1951. In the 1950s, the theater ... agatha's attention. [12]:360 She then adapted
her short radio in The Mousetrap, which premiered in the West End in 1952, produced by Peter Saunders. Her expectations for the play were not high; she believed it would be fulfilled no more than eight months. [10]:500 It has long made theatrical history, and in September 2018 it is the 27,500th performance. [125] [126] [127] [128] The
game ended in March 2020, when all theaters in the United Kingdom closed because of the coronavirus pandemic. [129] In 1953, she followed that up with Witness for the Prosecution, whose Broadway production won the New York Dramas Award for Best Foreign Play from 1954 and won Christie's Edgar Award from The Mysterious
Writers of America. [2]:300[116]:262 Spider Web, an original work written for actress Margaret Lockwood at her request, premiered in 1954 and was also a hit. [2]:297, 300 is also the first female playwright to have three plays simultaneously in London's West End. Along with The Mousetrap, the plays have witnessed the prosecution's
network, and Christie says: Plays are much easier to write than books because you can see them in you are not troubled by the whole description that reinforces you so terribly in a book and stops you from getting into trouble with what is happening. [10]:459 In a letter to his daughter, Christy says that being a playwright is a lot of fun!.
[12]:474 While Mary Westmakot Christie published six major novels under the name Mary Westmakot, a pseudonym that gave her the freedom to explore her most personal and expensive garden of imagination. [12]:366–67[27]:87–88 These books usually receive better reviews than detective and thriller fiction. [12]:366 From the first,
Giant's Bread was published in 1930, a reviewer for the New York Times wrote: ... her book is far above the average level of current fiction, in fact, well below the classification of a good book. And this is just one satisfying novel that can claim that name. [132] After the authorship of Westmakot's first four novels was revealed by a journalist
in 1949, she wrote two more, the last in 1956. [12]:366 Westmakot's other titles were: Unfinished Portrait (1934), Absent in Spring (1944), Rose and Tice Tree (1948), Daughter of daughter (1952), and The Burden (1956). Non-fiction works Christie published several non-fiction works. Tell me how you live to work on archaeological
excavations, she was drawn to her life with Mallowan. Grand Tour: Around the World with the Queen of Mystery is a collection of correspondence from her 1922 Grand Tour of the British Empire, including South Africa, Australia, New Zealand and Canada. Agatha Christie: The Autobiography was published posthumously in 1977 and is
pronounced best critical/biographical work at the 1978 Awards. [133] The titles Many of Christie's works from 1940 onwards have titles drawn from literature, with the original context of the title usually printed as an epigraph. [134] Inspirations for some of Christie's titles include: the works of William Shakespeare: Sad Cypress, Through the
Foray of My Thumb, There Is a Tide ..., Absent in the Spring, and Mousetrap, for example. Osborne notes that Shakespeare is the author most quoted in Agatha Christie's work; (27):164 Bible: Evil under the Sun, Ordinance, and Pale Horse; Other works of literature: The Mirror Crack'd by Side of Side (by Tennisson The Lady of Shallot),
The Moving Finger (by Edward FitzGerald on Omar Eyam's Translation of Rubaihath), The Rose and the Tree of Yew (by T. S. Eliot Four Quartets), Popter of Destiny (from the Gates of Damascus James Elroy Fletcher, The Infinite Night (from The Augusts of Innocence), N. (from the Book of General Prayer) and come, tell me how you
live (by Lewis Carroll through the glass. Biographer Christie Gillian Gill says Christie's writings have the weakness, bluntness, narratives and universal appeal of fairy tale, and it's perhaps just like the contemporary fairy tales of grown-up children that can be realized by Christie's novels. [119]:208 Reflective innocence and terror, Christie's
numerous titles were drawn from well-known children's poems: And then there was no one (from Ten Little Negroes), Two, strained shoes (from One, Two, Wrap My Shoe), Five Little Piglets (from This Little Piglet), Crooked House (by There Was a Crooked Man), Gob Full of Rye (from Sixpence Song) , Hickory Dickory Dock (from Hickory
Dickory Dock) and three blind mice [119]:207–08 Christie's critical reception and legacy in central London Christie is regularly referred to as the Queen of Crime or Queen of Mystery and is considered the master of tense, plotting and characterization. [136] [137] In 1955, he became the first winner of the Mystery Writers Award of the Great
Master's Degree of America. She was named Best Writer of the Century and Hercule Poirot's book series was named Best Series of the Century in the World Mystery at Buchercon. In 2013, he was voted best crime writer in a survey of 600 members of the Association of Professional Writers of Crime Writers. [121] The writer Raymond
Chandler also criticized the artificiality of her books, as well as Symons. [140] The literary critic Edmund Wilson described his prose as banal and its characteristic as superficial. [141] With Christie ... we deal not so much with a literary figure as we do with a broad cultural phenomenon, like Barbie or the Beatles. John Akachella writes in
The New Yorker. In 2011, Christie was named the uk's second most successful financially successful crime writer, after Ian Fleming, on tv channel Alibi with a dramatic theatre with a total revenue of around £100million. In 2012, Christie was among the people chosen by artist Peter Blake to appear in a new version of his most famous
work, the Beatles album cover. [146] In 2015, in honor of the 125th anniversary of her birth, the 25 contemporary mystery writers and one publisher gave their views on Christie's works. Many of the authors have read Christie's novels first, in front of other mystery writers, in English or in their native language, influencing their own writing,
and almost all see her as the Queen of Crime and creator of the classes used by mysterious authors. Almost all had one or more favorites among Christie's mysteries and found her books still well read nearly 100 years after her first novel was published. Only one of the 25 authors who stuck to Wilson's views. In 2016, a year after Christie
wrote her first story, Royal Mail released six stamps in her honour, featuring The Mysterious Affair in Style, the murder of Roger Ackroyd, murder on the Orient Express, And then there was none, The Body in the Library, and Murder was announced. The Guardian reported that Every includes microtext, UV ink and thermochromic ink.
These hidden clues can be revealed using a magnifying glass, UV light or body heat and provide pointers to the solutions of mysteries. [149] [150] Her characters and face appeared on the seals of many countries such as Dominica and Somalia. In 2020, Christie's is celebrated on a £2 coin for the first time to mark the centenary of his first
novel The Mysterious Mistress in Styles. [152] Book sales in christie's first rarely came off the bestseller list. [153] She was the first crime writer to have 100,000 copies of ten of her titles published by Penguin on the same day in 1948. [154] By 2018, Guinness World Records had named Christie's the best-selling writer of all time. [156] By
2020, her novels had been sold in forty-four languages. [156] Half the sales are in English language editions and half are translations. [157] [158] According to the Translationum Index, by 2020 she is the most translated individual author. [159] Christie was one of the most borrowed authors in British libraries. [161] [162] [163] [164] She
was also the best-selling book author in the United Kingdom. In 2002, 117,696 Audiobooks christie's were sold, compared with 97,755 for J. K. Rowling, 78,770 for Roald Dahl and 75,841 for J. R. R. Tolkien. [165] In 2015, Christie Estate claimed that there was no best-selling crime novel of all time, with an estimated 100 million sales,
which also made it one of the best-selling books of all time. [123] [168] Adaptations Main article: Adaptations of the works of Agatha Christie Christie were adapted for film and television. The first was the 1928 British film The Passing of Mr Quinn. The first film poetry was in 1931 in Alibi, which starred in 1931's Austin Trevor as Christie's.
[169]:14–18 Margaret Rutherford played Marple in a series of films that came out in the 1960s. Christie liked his acting, but considered the first film quite poor and didn't think better than the others.430-31 Graphic novel adaptations of Christie's books in different languages It feels different for the 1974 film Murder of the Orient Express,
directed by Syd Lumet, which featured big stars and high production values; Her attendance at the London premiere was one of her last public appearances. [12]:476, 482[169]:57 In 2016, a new film version was released, directed by Kenneth Branagh, who also starred in the most extravagant moustache they have ever seen. [170]
Agatha Christie Poirot's TV adaptation (1989-2013), with David Sket in the title role, ran for 70 episodes over thirteen series. He received nine BAFTA award nominations and won four BAFTA awards in 1990-92. [171] The TV series Miss Marple (1984-1992), with Joan Hickson as the BBC's unemployed Miss Marple, adapted all twelve of
Marple's novels. [12]:500 French TV series Les Petits d'Agata Christie (2009–2012, 2013–2020) adapted thirty-six of Christie's stories. [172] Christie's books were also adapted for BBC Radio, a series of video games and graphic novels. [174] [174] [176] [177] [177] The interests and influences of pharmacology during The First World War,
Christie broke away from nurses to train for a pharmacy exam. [115]: Xi While she subsequently found monotonous in the hospital pharmacy, and thus less pleasant than breastfeeding, her new knowledge gave her a background in potentially toxic drugs. At the beginning of The Second World War, she updated her skills at Torquay
Hospital. [10]:235, 470 As Michael S. Gerald says, her work as a hospital dispenser during the two World Wars not only supported military efforts, but also provided her with an evaluation of drugs as therapeutic agents and poisons ... These hospital experiences have also been responsible for the prominent role played by doctors, nurses
and pharmacists in her stories. [115]:VIII In Christie's characters, naïve or suspicious, in Christie's characters, there must be many doctors, pharmacists and scientists, naïve or suspicious; featuring murder in Mesopotamia, cards on the table, Pale Horse, and Mrs McGinty's Dead, among many others. [115] Gillian Gill notes that the
method of murder in Christie's first detective novel, The Mysterious Affair in Styles, comes out of Agatha Christie's work in the hospital dispensary. In an interview with journalist Marcel Bernstein, Christie said: I don't like a messy death ... I am more interested in peaceful people who die in their own beds, and no one knows why. [178] With
his expertise, Christie did not need poisons unknown to science, which are prohibited by the Ten Rules of Detective Fiction. [116]:58 Arsenic, a monitis, strychnine, digitalis, thallium and other substances were used to send victims in the following decades. Archaeology The lure of the past came to catch me. To see a dagger slowly
appear, with its golden glow, across the sand was romantic. The careful lifting of pots and objects from the soil filled me with a longing to be an archaeologist. Agatha Christie[10]:364 In her youth, Christie showed little interest in antiquities. [12]:68 After her marriage to Mallowan in 1930, she accompanied him on annual expeditions,
spending three to four months in syria and Iraq excavating in yours, Nineveh, Kazi Arpacia, Chagar Bazar, Tell Brak and Nimrud. [12]:301, 304, 313, 414 Mallowans also traveled on side trips while traveling to and from places of expedition, visiting Italy, Greece, Egypt, Iran and the Soviet Union, among other places. (2)188–91, 199,
212(10):429–37 Their experiences traveling and living abroad are reflected in novels such as Murder on the Orient Express, Death of the Nil, and Appointment with Death. [12]:514 (179) For 1931 mining nineveh, Christie bought their own work; In the early 1950s, she paid to add a small writing room to the team house in Nimrud.
[12]:301[27]:244 She also devotes time and effort each season to making it useful by photographing, cleaning and recording finds; and restoration of ceramics, which she especially enjoyed. [180] (28):20–21 It also provides resources for expeditions. [12]:414 Many of christie's book settings were inspired by its archaeological terrain in the
Middle East; this is reflected in the details with which she describes them— for example, the Temple of Abu Simbel, as depicted in the Death of the Niel — while the setting for Them came to Baghdad were places that she and Mallowan had recently remained. [2]:212, 283–84 In the same way it derives from its knowledge of its daily life on
excavations throughout Mesopotamia. [114]:269 Archaeologists and experts in Middle Eastern cultures and artifacts included in her works include Dr. Eric Laidner in murders in Mesopotamia and Signor Richetti in the death of the Nil. [181]:187, 226–27 After World War II, Christie chronicled her time in Syria at Come, tell me how you live,
which she describes as a small beer— a very small book full of everyday affairs and events. From November 8 :(, 2001 to March 2002, the British Museum presented a colorful and episodic exhibition called Agatha Christie and Archaeology: A Mystery in Mesopotamia, illustrating how her work as a writer and as the wife of an
archaeologist intertwined. [182] Olivia Williams, Anna Massey and Bonnie Wright (at various stages of their lives) released a BBC television series, which was portrayed by Olivia Williams, Anna Massey and Bonnie Wright. ITV's Prospects: The Secret of Agatha Christie (2013) hosts David Sket. Some of Christie's fictional representations
have explored and offered accounts of her disappearance in 1926. Christie is an unsuccessful successor to prevent the film from spreading. [183] The Doctor, who episode Unicorn and Wasp (May 17, 2008), with Fenella Ulgar, described Christie early in her writing career and explained her disappearance as a result of a temporary
breakdown due to a brief mental relationship formed between her and an alien wasp called Vespiform. The film Agatha and the Truth About Murder (2018) sends her undercover to solve the murder of Florentine's godmother on Nightingale, Florence Nightingale Shire. A fictional account of Christie's disappearance is also the central theme
of korean musical Agatha. [184] Other representations, such as the Hungarian film Kojak Budapesten (1980), created their own scenarios involving Christie's criminal skills. In the TV play Murders through the Book (1986), Christie (Dame Peggy Ashcroft) kills one of her fictional characters, Poirot. Christie stands out as a character in
Dorothy and Gaylord Larsen's Agatha London Blitz Murders by Max Alan Collins. [185] [186] Young Agatha was featured in the Spanish historical TV series Gran Hotel (2011), in which she found inspiration to write her new book while helping local detectives. In the alternative history TV movie Agatha and the Curse of Ishtar (2018),
Christie is involved in a murder case in an archaeological excavation in Iraq. In 2019, No Friends as Old Friends in Canadian Drama, Frankie Drake Mysteries. See also Agatha Christie bibliography (lists of Christie's works) Agatha Christie indint (o-o-feminine application on which Christie has signed to obtain permission for the accidental
use of Tridentine (Latin) table in England and Wales Aga Awards (literary awards for writers of mysteries and crimes) Agatha Christie Award (Japan) (literary prize for unpublished mystery novels) Notes ^ Most biographers give birth place , but do not provide sources. Current basic evidence, including census entries (dublin's place of birth),
her baptism (Dublin), and the record of her father and regiment (when her father was in Dublin), show that she was born in Dublin in the first quarter of 1854[ 6] [7] [8] [1] [ 1000] [ 1994] died of bronchitis at the age of 49, but Christie and her biographers have consistently claimed that he was killed in a riding accident while still serving the
employee. [10]:5[11][2]:2[12]:9–10 ^ Dorothy L. Sayers, who attended the scene of the disappearance, later included details in her book Unnatural Death. [35] The notice placed by Christie in The Times (December 11, 1926, p.1) gave the first name as Teresa, but her hotel register signature more naturally read Tressa; newspapers
reported that Christie used Tressa other cases at the time of her disappearance (including joining a library). [40] ^ Cristi hinted at a nervous breakdown, telling a woman with similar symptoms: I think it is better to be careful; this is probably the beginning of a nervous breakdown. [10]:337 ^ Christie's authorized biographer includes a story
about the specialist psychiatric treatment after Christie's disappearance, but the information was obtained to a second or third party after her death. [2]206[27]:111 ^ Christie's family relationship with Margaret Miller is complex. As well as being Christie's great-aunt, Miller is the stepdad of Christie's father, as well as Christie's mother and
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